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' : Two peculiarities significantly lh~iting the spectrometric performance of the . ( 
silicon 'r!1diati9n detectors have been revealed ·at the registration. of heavy charged 
particles .. The first one is the pulse height defect caused by the· loss of the generated , 

: carriers in· the' c~ti;s_e of the charge collection process' ~d by Josses of energy 
· convert'ed to electron~hole pairs.· Mucliattention has been paid to the investigation 

• of the pulse height defect; and afpresen.t' about one. hundred paper's have beeh 
published; The $~~~~cl peculiarity consists in the anomalous increas_ing of .the· 
pulse height, when th~ ;lectric_ field intensity within ]he detector ts many tiines . 
smaller than the electric field.intensityrequired for avalanche.inultiplication.ofthe. 

,· current carriers. This effect was called "the charge multiplication phenomenon" .. 
'- Systematic investigati'ons of this phenom~non have not been carried.out y~t. Th_e. 

existing resu1ts on charge multiplication obtained with various detector typ.es at: · 
_the registration.of differ~nt heavy charged parti~les cm{ be:foun·d in the follo~irig 
'publications [l~ll].)T6 explain the Inultiplicatioi'i. mechanisin a number ofmod~ls 
has been' proposed [2,5;7,9·-11]. The.main points of this ~~dels are as ,follows: .. 

a) thech~r~~ ~~ltiplicati~n is d~ter~in.ed b{~lectfrj~· t~~neling inje~ti6n' f~~rri' 
1 

• the nietaliic electrod~ thr~ugh~,tliin oxide layer [2]; · , · · 
' . ~ - . ' .. , 

· b) the charge ·multiplicatic;m is de~i-mined by iiripa~t ionizati~n or by carrier · 
. {iijection in the high electric' field arising due to accumulation.of a dense 
. •.·· cioud of charge.carriers close to. the entrance ~lectrode of the detector in the·., 

course of the charge coll~~tion process [5;'7,11]; . . . .. . . . 
• :: ''",,, ,- : \ I-- -. .· • f ; , . '. '·,· ~ • ' ' • ~ ' "- < 
c) the charge multiplication is determined· by impact ionization in· the high 

· electric field arisirigat th~ pole ~f the extended ellipsoidal track [9110)'. 
•• '~ ,:.,...· ·"':,.- •.·.:::.~: ,._✓ ·, .-. '1 I,~ ,.· .-:,_ ·, "/.' · .... ,.~.-. ' .• : ,.- ·-_, ,, -

, At the same time, a detailed .analysis of the obtained experimental results gives 
thepossibility to distinguish themosf probable m:echanisin. of the charge inulti-. · . 
plication'phenomen~ni ···Sud\. -~nalysis has beeri•~arried out in th~ 'present :work. · ·. 

'.- -,Assufuing the identical.nature of the multipli~ation mechanisn{in'the different. 
: detector types, : the hinnel electi:on· injectiorifrom' the metallic electrode can be 

· ex~luded from consideration, This conclusion is based on the facUhat the region 
· . of the high electric· field ·at. the p-n junction of ion-implanted detectors is _at the 
. distance of 500 _. 2000 A-from the metallic electrode (for energies of th'e implant~d 

ions-~ 15 ~ 50 keV [5]). ,The electron penetration probability through the barrier 
with q1e poirit:d out wi<l,ths _is ~ra?ticalfy equal .to zero/~: . \ ; • . . . . . 

• Let us ·consider the. mult1phcat1cin model based. on impact 1omzation at the 
strong electric field arising at the extended ellipsoidal tni.ck pole [9;10]; The main 

. suggestion,of this modelis that at the pole of thetra~ tlie electric field intensity 
. causing the avalanche multiplic~tion_ of the carr_iers is equal ·to · : ·. ' ,. . ... 
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where R is the track length, r 0 - the curvature radius at the ellipsoid pole, F -
the field intensity in the unperturbed by track region of the space charge of the 
detector. Because the electric field distribution in the p-n junction is not uniform, 
the authors of ref.[9] have used the value of the electric field at a point related to 
the track pole which is determined by the relation 

2V R 
F = d(V)(l - d(V)), (2) 

where V is the bias voltages applied £o the detector, d(V) - the width of space 
charge region ( d = k./V, k - a constant for a given detector). 

From the relations (1) and (2) for particles with energies E;, Ek and ranges R;, 
Rk the following expression can be written: 

· k 2 2 R;Ft'h - RkF'ih = K(R; - Rk), (3) 

where F/h and Fi\ are the threshold multiplication electric field intensities depend
ing on the applied detector bias voltages, and K is a proportionality coefficient 
(K >0). For example, if Rk < R;, then it follows from eq. (3) that : 

k R,; i 
Fth < Rk F'ih. (4) 

From eq. ( 4) it can be concluded that the multiplication process for small range 
particles takes place at lower field intensities. The experiments show an opposite 
dependence - the charge multiplication starts at higher values of the field intensity 
for particles with shorter ranges. 

In the model based on charge accumulation taking place close to the entrance 
detector electrode, the electric field intensity causing the charge multiplication is 
defined by the expression: 

a 
Fm= EEo' 

(5) 

where a = Q / S is the surface density of the accumulated charge, f and fo are 
the relative electric penetrability of Si and the dielectric penetrability of vacuum, 
respectively, Q is the accumulated charge ( the accumulated charge of holes in the 
case of detectors based on n-Si), S =1rr2 is the projection of the plasma column 
area on the entrance detector surface. ·If the variable r is assumed, equal to the 
mean square root radius of the ambipolar diffusion determined by the formula 

r 2 = 4DaTp, (6) . 

(here Da is an ambipolar diffusion constant, Tp is the plasma time) and if the 
dependence of the plasma time on the particle parameters and on the intensity 
of the electric field acting on the track according to [12] is supposed have the 
following form 

T. = k(E2 )1/3 F-1 
P R i 
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then, we can write 
Fm = K(ER) 113 Fth, (8) 

where K is a proportionality coefficient, and Fih - the threshold field intensity in 
the detector. According to (8) the following ratio 

(E;/l,;)113 Fli. 
(EkRk)l/3 = Fih 

(9) 

can be written for particles with energies E~, Ek and ranges R;, Rk. The predic
tions of this model are in a·good agreement with experimental results. Evidences 
of this statement are presented bellow. Here it is worthwhile noting that the ex
pression (9) gives the possibility to obtain not only qualitative conclusions on the 
multiplication mechanism but also to obtain quantitative estimations: 

The threshold electric field intensity as a function of (ER) 1l3 earlier obtained 
by us and reported in [7] for of two surface barrier detectors irradiated by mo
noenergetic 40 Ar ions in the energy region 175 -320 MeV are shown in Fig.I. 
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Fig.1. Inverse threshold electric field 
intensity as a function of (ER)1l3 

parameter for 40 Ar ions 
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Fig.2. Threshold electric field 
intensity ratios as a function 

of the (ER)1l3 ratios for 160 ions 
(Data taken from work {131) (1-p = 500 Ohm-cm, 2 -p = 245 Ohm-cm) 

From Fig.I one can see that the experimental dependence corresponds to the 
one expected from (8), i.e. the dependence of the threshold electric field inten
sity on the particle ·parameters satisfies the multiplication model based on charge 
accumulation in the ~ourse of the collection process. Another very important ex
perimental fact, confirming the mentioned above suggestion, is also reported in 
ref. [7]. This fact mea~s that the threshold multiplication intensity is lower for 
channeling p~rticles with longer ranges in comparison with the one for the same 
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type of particles registered in the same registration conditions but not channeling. 
The investigations of the multiplication in silicon epitaxial detectors irradi

ated by spontaneous fission fragments [11] have also shown that the experimental 
threshold field intensities ratio for heavy and light fission fragments satisfies rela
tion (9). The experimental ratio F/jJFfh is equal to 1.17 ±0.05. It is in a good 
agreement with the calculated value (E1R1 /EhRh)1l3, amounting to 1.19 (the 
scripts land hare related to light and heavy fission fragments, respectively). 

We have obtained the next experimental evidence of this multiplication mech
anism from the experimental data shown in ref. [13]. In this work the pulse height 
response for monoenergetic 160 ion·s was studied in ion-implanted silicon detectors 
with high internal electric field. The threshold electric field intensity ratios as a 
function of the (ER) 113 ratios are shown in Fig.2 for 160 ions in the energy range 
from 2.804 to 8.085 MeV. The fluctuations of the points in Fig.2 are caused by 
inaccuracy at transferring these points from [13], where the values of electric field 
intensities are given in a logarithmic scale. Due to this reason the value of the 
error bars for threshold field i•ntensities was taken equal to 10%. 

Thus, the analysis of the accessible experimental information carried by us 
shows that accumulation of a dense cloud of current carriers at the entrance de
tector electrode is the most probable reason responsible for the charge multiplica
tion process. The accumulation of the dense cloud of current carriers leads to the 
creation of a high electric field, which can cause an impact ionization or a carrier 
injection. It is quite probable that the observed in experiments [8,11] fine struc
ture in the pulsJ height distributions of multiplied signals appears as a consequence 
of the combined effect of the suggested above charge multiplication mechanisms. 
From our point of view, the further experimental investigation of charge multipli
cation in semiconductor detectors is of significant interest for the physics of hot 
carriers as well as for clarifying the charge multiplication mechanism itself and for 
selection of optimal detector operating conditions. 
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